We establish some quantitative versions of Helly's famous theorem on convex sets in Euclidean space. We prove, for instance, that if C is any finite family of convex sets in Rd, such that the intersection of any 2d members of C has volume at least 1, then the intersection of all members belonging to C is of volume > d~d . A similar theorem is true for diameter, instead of volume. A quantitative version of Steinitz' Theorem is also proved.
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Abstract.
We establish some quantitative versions of Helly's famous theorem on convex sets in Euclidean space. We prove, for instance, that if C is any finite family of convex sets in Rd, such that the intersection of any 2d members of C has volume at least 1, then the intersection of all members belonging to C is of volume > d~d . A similar theorem is true for diameter, instead of volume. A quantitative version of Steinitz' Theorem is also proved.
1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to establish some quantitative versions of the following two well-known results on convex sets. 
Steinitz' Theorem (S. T.). IfV is a set of points in Rd whose convex hull
contains a solid ball in Rd, then there exists a subset V of V containing not more than 2d points and whose convex hull contains a solid ball with the same center.
Helly's Theorem is not quantitative in the sense that it does not give any information on the size of f) C. As a first attempt to get a quantitative version of H. T., we suppose that any d + 1 members of C have a "large" intersection and, then, we try to prove that f] C is "large". (Here "large" can be meant, for instance, as for large volume or diameter or surface area.) However, no theorem of this type is true. This is shown by the following example. Consider a family C of 2d halfspaces whose intersection is a "small" cube. Then any 2d -1 of them have a "large" (unbounded) intersection, while f) C is "small". Thus, to obtain a quantitative theorem, one has to replace the Helly number d -4-1 by at least 2d. In this sense our following theorems are best possible. lmre bárány, meir katchalski and jános pach
As we shall see later these two theorems are closely related to the following strengthened version of Steinitz' Theorem. Helly's Theorem appears in [5] (cf. [2] ), Steinitz' Theorem appears in [8] (cf. [2] again). A weaker version of our Q.D.T. is implied by a result of B. Grünbaum [3] . (This result states that if the intersection of any 2d members of a finite family C of convex sets in Rd is at least 1-dimensional, then f] C is at least 1-dimensional.) The Q.V.T. appears in [1] . However, an independent proof will be given here, with an explicit constant. In fact, we shall prove Q.V.T., Q.D.T., and Q.S.T. by giving exphcit constants v(d), c(d) and r(d).
For related Helly-type results consult [3, 4] . An excellent survey paper on these matters is [2] .
Proofs are given in the next section. The last section contains some remarks.
2. Proofs. The following notation will be used: convE for the convex hull of E C Rd and pos E for the smallest convex cone with apex at the origin containing E, Bd or B for the unit ball of Rd with center at the origin and S or Sd~1 for the unit sphere of Rd, w<¿-i for the surface area of Sd~1 and cE = {ex: x G E) if c is a real number and finally ||a|| denotes the distance from a £ Rd to the origin.
PROOF OF Q.S.T. Assume that B C convE and consider a regular d-dimensional simplex A inscribed in B. Since A C conv E, each vertex of A is a convex combination of at most d -f-1 elements of E, so A is contained in P = conv E' where E' C E and \E'\ < (d + l)2. Clearly \B C P because \B C A. We may suppose without loss of generality that the facets Pi,...,Pn of P are all simplices (otherwise we can triangulate the nonsimplex facets). It is obvious that Since the cones posP¿ (i = 1,..., n) cover the sphere Sd~1, for one of them, say pos Pi, the surface area of S D pos Pi is not less than ^uid-i-Let a £ pos Pi be a vector such that the minimal angle between a and the facets of pos Pi is maximal. Denote this minimum by a. For each facet L¿ of pos Pi consider the set D¿ of those vectors whose angle with L¿ is not larger than a and which he on the same side of Li as a (i = 1,..., d). Clearly U¿=i A 2 pos Pi. Since the surface area of S n Di is less than u)a-2 tga we get Now the set K = {x £ ¿5 : < (x, a) = a} is contained in conv(Pi U{0}) and the vector (-l/||a||)a belongs to the convex hull of 0 and at most d points of E. Let F be the set of these points and the vertices of Pi, clearly |P| < 2d and 0 G conv F. The cone with apex (-l/||a||)o and base K is contained in convP and the origin lies on its axis. It is easily checked that the largest ball contained in this cone (with center at the origin) is r(d)B where (2) r ( 
is chosen so small that vol G < 2vol((")C). Now F is compact and is covered by the open sets Rd\H (H G M). So, by the Borel covering theorem, there exists a finite subfamily W Ç M such that F is covered by the sets Rd\H (H G M').
Now f)CçÇ)X>cG, so in order to prove the theorem it suffices to prove the following lemma.
LEMMA. Suppose that for a finite family U of halfspaces ofRd the intersection P = f) M is a polytope with unit volume. Then there exists a subfamily W Ç M with \U'\ < 2d such that vol f) W < l/v(d).
PROOF. Consider the ellipsoid E of largest volume contained in P (with center 0, say). Then as it is well known (see e.g. [9] ) P C dE. Using a volume-preserving linear transformation we can suppose that E is a ball. Then vol(dE) = ddvol£ < ddvolP = dd, so that P C pB where pdvolP = dd.
Using polarity we get (pB)* = ^B C P*. Then, on applying Q.S.T., there exists an at most 2d-membered subset, Q, of the vertices of P* such that P* D conv Q D -P. (or a somewhat better estimation from (3)). We have not been able to determine the order of magnitude of these functions. We think that v*(d) sa d~Cld and r*(d) so C2d-1/2 where Ci and C2 are positive constants. 3. Let voln C, the n-dimensional volume of C be the supremum of the area of the intersection of C with a n-dimensional flat. (Here C is a convex set in Rd.) It follows from (4) , that there exist constants K(d, n) > 0 (n = 1,2,..., d) such that if a finite family C of convex sets has the property that the intersection of any 2d or fewer members of C is of n-dimensional volume at least 1, then voln(f|C)> K(d,n).
This result is somewhat stronger than Q.V.T. and Q.D.T.
